WAYS TO INCLUDE YOUTH IN DECISION MAKING

1. YOUTH REPRESENTATION
Global youth entrepreneurship faces hurdles like financial barriers and uniform taxes on startups. Empowering youth through representation and supportive laws yields economic benefits.

2. INTER-GENERATIONAL DIALOGUES (IGDS)
IGDs unite diverse voices to address global issues. Emphasizing youth engagement in IGDs enhances innovation and sustainability.

3. ONLINE PLATFORMS
The 2020 UN E-Government Survey highlights youth as key drivers of digital innovation. Empower them through digital platforms for active participation and policy influence.

4. YOUTH-FOCUSED PROGRAMS
Be youth centric. Empower youth through leadership programs, emphasizing soft and technical skills, is vital for global engagement and innovation.

5. YOUTH-TARGETED OUTREACH
Meet youth where they are and maximize youth engagement on social media by using relatable language, incorporating polls, emojis, and interactive content.

6. RECOGNITION AND AWARDS
Recognize and celebrate the success, resilience and contributions of youth. Amplify impact and inspire others to follow leadership and seize opportunities.

7. ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION
Accessible and understandable information empowers youth to engage and endorse, fostering active involvement in shaping policies for their future.